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Homework Hotline expands to reach 96,000 students
Lindsey VanSchoiack
Editor-in-Chief
In just ten years the Home-
work Hotline has grown from a
small tutoring service serving
the local Terre Haute area into
one which 96,000 Indiana stu-
dents utilize. The Homework
Hotline recently expanded into
five new Indiana counties with
approximately 12,000 students.
This expansion means that the
Hotline will now be actively
promoting their services in
Parke, Sullivan, Monroe, Put-
nam, and Vermillion counties.
In addition to distributing pro-
motional materials to the stu-
dents in the schools, the Hotline
will be purchasing additional
books used by the schools. The
expansion was funded by mon-
ies from the original grant given
to Rose 10 years ago by Lilly
Endowment Inc.
According to Michael Tim-
mons, assistant director of the
Homework Hotline, the promo-
tion provided by the expansion
will mean a significant increase
in call volume.
"We expect it to expand, and
we expect to receive 10,000
calls this year," Timmons com-
mented. For the 54 tutors cur-
rently on staff Timmons noted,
"they can expect a call and a
half in an hour."
The Hotline, which is open
from 7 to 9 pm Sunday through
Thursday from September to
May, is staffed entirely by Rose-
Hu!man students.. Tutors work at
least two nights a week for three
hours taking the calls of students
ranging in age from five to col-
lege age. Officially the hotline
answers the calls of students in
grades 6 to 12, but all calls are
welcome.
The tutors where chosen
because of their ability to com-
municate and explain *difficult
concepts over the phone. They
under go training to improve
their already present skills and
to teach them new strategies for
helping the students who call
them.
The Hotline is a help line, not
an answer line. Students can get
help with specific problems or a
concept but they are not given
the answers. Many students call
in after they have completed
their homework to check with
the tutor that they understood
the problems and have the cor-
rect answers.
Other students call in and
have no idea how to even start
their assignment. When this
happens, the tutor will help the
student through the assignment
until they no longer need help.
"The eventual goal of the
Homework Hotline is to serve a
wider area within the state of
Indiana," Timmons remarked.
The toll free number has no
restrictions and the Hotline has
several regular callers from out
of state. These callers get the
number from family members
who go to Rose or who live in
Indiana.
The Hotline can be reached at
1-877-ASK-ROSE. Students
who are interested in working at
the Hotline can reach Timmons
at *8882.
Don Harrington I
Homework Hotline tutors answer calls. The number of incoming calls will be
increasing due to the expansion.
Turcotte sheds light on new zero-tolerance policy
Kyle Robinson
Staff Writer
On Tuesday night the SGA
sponsored a "Town Hall Discus-
sion." Sixty-eight people came
to the meeting mostly to discuss
the Internet bandwidth issue.
Louis Turcotte, vice president
for Instructional, Administra-
tive & Information Technology,
led the discussion with some
interesting Internet usage statis-
tics and also spoke about recent
developments at TSC.
On October 9th the statistics
showed that 68.8% of the
incoming connection was being
used by "Peer-to-Peer" file shar-
ing programs, like Kazaa. The
very next day 23% of total band-
width was consumed by only six
individuals. Due to the resulting
slow Internet connection, sev-
eral students sent emails to the
administration expressing their
concerns about how it was
affecting them academically.
In response to the emails, an
intentionally vague interim pol-
icy was put in place. Monday
through Friday from 7 am to 11
pm "Peer-to-Peer" traffic will be
limited to 15%. Turcotte elabo-
rated upon some of the "Peer-to-
Peer" services being limited but
the technical details were with-
held to avoid "cat and mouse"
games. The policy states that
any attempt to circumvent the
restrictions will result in inter-
vention by the TSC and referral
to the Rules and Disciplinary
Committee.
In response to student ques-
tions, Turcotte said there was no
student involvement in .forming
the current policy. Striving
towards Rose-Hulman's philos-
ophy of an open community, it
would have been preferable to
have included students before
the policy was put into place so
that they could be involved in
forming the rules that control
them. Casey Behringer, SGA
President, said the SGA will
sponsor a survey sometime next
week so that student opinions
can be heard.
Furthermore, Turcotte
informed those present that the
policy had been changed to a
zero-tolerance policy for "Peer-
to-Peer" services in the aca-
demic buildings since the notifi-
cation email was sent out. The
Thorn could not confirm this
when checking the policy sec-
tion of the TSC web site.
Turcotte's ideal solution
2001 Career Fair has different feel
Rachel Lukens
News Editor
In these uncertain economic
times, even Rose-Hulman's
Career Fair was affected. The
majority of companies are
expecting to hire fewer new
employees than in previous
years, and several are on "hiring
freezes."
The general atmosphere of the
Career Fair reflected this shift,
but students were prepared to
make the best of a potentially
bad situation. Career Services
held several foundation classes
on "How to Work the Career
Fair" and "Interview Tech-
niques" to get students thinking
about the challenges to come.
Over 125 companies sent rep-
resentatives to collect resumes
and talk with students. After
four and a half hours of intense
interviewing with hundreds of
students, the majority of repre-
sentatives left tired and the
majority of students left happy.
"I was given the opportunity
to talk with many companies
that I am interested in and then
compare them all in the same
day," said senior chemical engi-
neering major Colleen Boyer.
Many students had more quanti-
fiable results.
Justin Self, also a senior
chemical engineering major,
stated, "I used the Career Fair to
get an interview I might not
have gotten otherwise."
The Career Fair is an annual
event sponsored by Career Ser-
vices. In years past, the event
has attracted over 200 compa-
nies in a single day. Although
this is the most visible activity
Career Services sponsors, they
provide a variety of other
resources to students. They offer
individual career counseling as
well as a comprehensive work-
shop series. Free fax service and
long distance phone calls are
available to help students con-
tact prospective employers and
networking contacts. They also
have a large amount of informa-
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tion on companies nationwide.
Resume referral is also available
through the office and online.
Overall, the Career Fair was a
success and students who left
discouraged are encouraged to
pursue other avenues provided
through the Career Services
office.
For a look at the economic out-
look as seen by the companies at
the Career Fair see The economic




Page 11 & 12
would involve students becom-
ing better citizens by limiting
their use of high bandwidth
applications. He also noted that
academic applications are using
all remaining bandwidth so the
purchase of additional band-
width may be planned for the
future.
Several students noted the
temporary policy has improved
web performance for typical
web applications while a few
students were concerned that
academic uses might be
affected. Many also thought that
a well-defined and more publi-
cized policy is needed.
More news on page 4













Information courtesy The Weather Channel
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We're not like every
other high-tech company.
We're hiring.
No one told you the hardest part of being an engineer would be finding
your first job. Of course, it s still possible to get the high-tech work
you want by joining the U.S. Air Force. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth,To find out how to get your career off













Personal, Couples, Family, and
Group
Counseling Services Staff are also available to speak on
mental health issues to student organizations
Questions? Call or come by the office. The extension is
8537 and we are located near the Student Health Services
Offices at HMU 147.
New: Online Counseling!
For more details or access, go to:
http://www.rose-hulman.edu/users/groups/
SUBMISSIONS
Events may be published in Events by any organization or individual. Information on club meetings, lectures, speeches, and athletic events,
including announcements of times and locations may be submitted to Campus Calendar, in care of Dale Long, associate director of communications,
at Box 14 or extension 8418. More detailed articles containing plans, agendas, and specific information should be submitted to the Rose Thorn.
All submissions must be made by Wednesday at noon in order to be published in Events in the Rose Thorn on Friday.
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Rose-Hulman Security Update
9-01-01 Alcohol Drug Vio-
lation Two students were cited
for illegal possession of alcohol
by a minor and one for posses-
sion of marijuana while parked
in Moench/Myers lot.
9-03-01 Theft Student
reports theft of laptop from the
Hulman Union between 1235
and 1:10 pm.
9-06-01 Battery/Road Rage
Student reports being struck
with fist by non-affiliated
Rose-Hulman individual at the
Bigfoot gas station.
9-10-01 Property Damage
(Vehicle) Visitor vehicle was
struck while parked in the Olin
Visitor parking lot.
9-11-01 Property Damage
(Vehicle) Student vehicle was




scratches to the top of his vehi-
cle after parking in Moench/
Myers lot.
9-18-01 Theft Student
reports theft of money from
room in Speed hall.
9-20-01 Theft Stude▪ nt





injured in vehicle accident
while driving in the Moench/
Myers lot.
9-27-01 Property Damage




reports theft of laptop from




SGA meeting, Oct. 9, 2001
At the latest SGA meeting, the
townhall meeting with Louis
Turcotte on Tuesday October 16
was announced, as well as tail-
gating at the football game on
Saturday, October 20. At the
townhall meeting, campus com-
puting issues like the new band-
with policy will be discussed.
Some senators mentioned that
they had experienced trouble
with their student discount cards,
and it was decided that students
who have trouble with the cards
should ask to talk to a manager.
The SCUBA club request of
$9166.00 for training and equip-
ment was approved. The finance
committee was approved by the
senate. Team Rose Motorsports
was given full club status, and
$5,642.90 was approved for their
budget. The bonfire committee
asked for and received $3000. A
5-on-5 soccer tournament was
also discussed at the meeting.
MATH CORNER PROBLEM OF THE WEEK
Problem:
Without overlapping 4 unit squares can be fit into a 2x2 square, but
not into a smaller square. Without overlapping 9 unit squares can
be fit into a 3x3 square, but not into a smaller square. What is the
smallest square that you are able to fit five unit squares, again with-
out overlap. Can you fit five unit squares into a smaller square than
3x3 square without overlapping? (Squares with non-unit length are
allowed.) What is the smallest square that five unit squares will fit
into?
Bonus problem: What about six unit squares? Can you fit six unit




1. Contest is open to all students at Rose-Hulman.
2. The best solution as judged by members of the math faculty will be awarded two
new dollar coins. (See solution criteria below)
3. In case of a tie, each winner will be awarded a new one dollar coin.
4. Solutions must be submitted by I :00 p.m. on Wednesday to David Finn at G 213.
5. If no correct solution is submitted. No prize will be awarded.
Solution
Criteria:
• Solution must be correct.
• Solution must be documented or explained.
• Clarity of solution. Solution should be easily understood.
• Elegance of solution. Number of steps should be minimized without affecting clarity.
Available on the web at
http://www.rose-hulman.edu/-finn/mathcorner/pow.html
Join the Thorn, need a reason? It looks great on a resume
and you can get free pizza.


















$ 0 00 
FREE DELIVERY!
234-2001
Offer expires October 8
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GM to sponsor 10 laptops
Chris Scribner
Staff Writer
For the fourth consecutive year,
General Motors is to allocate
$13,000 to Rose-Hulman for the
sponsorship of laptop computers
and academic software. Ten indi-
vidual stipends of $1,300 are
aimed toward mechanical and
electrical engineering students
with financial needs, an excep-
tional academic reputation (at
least a 3.0 grade point average),
and an interest in pursuing an
automotive career.
The capital is part of a larger
grant given by GM yearly. Schol-
arships and recruitment make up a
larger part of the funding, which
totals $40,000.
One of the largest employers of
Rose alumni, GM holds much
confidence in RHIT, selecting it to
be a General Motors Key Institu-
tion; less than 30 exist in the
United States. Among the person-
nel each institute receives are a
Key Executive and a University
Relations Team Coordinator
(URTC).
Rose's Key Executive is Chuck
Huber, president of OnStar, mak-
ing him Rose-Hulman's highest
contact with General Motors.
Kimberly Cochrane, a member of
GM division Allison Transmis-
sion in Indianapolis, acts as
Rose's URTC, the first line of
contact with GM. Handling GM
on-campus activities as well as
recruiting and planning activities
such as plant trips are among
Cochrane's URTC duties.
Cochrane commented that




The 2002 graduating class con-
tinues to search for jobs as com-
mencement day approaches.
Before September 11, the country
seemed to be heading towards
multiple quarters of economic
recession. But since then, the
future has been hidden in a foggy
haze. With the Federal Reserve
lowering short-term interest rates
to near record lows, capital
investments have soared. But will
these investments translate into
jobs and internships for Rose-
Hulman, students?
Walking around the career fair
and talking to numerous employ-
ers, the downturn in the economy
seems to be affecting each busi-
ness sector differently. Two areas
all but immune to recession are
biomedical and food processing
companies. Even through hard
times people need to eat, and as
long as those Big Macs keep get-
ting taken down they will need
doctors. Representatives from
Guidant stated they were hiring
more employees and interns than
in previous years due to increased
demand for their products.
But the bright biomedical and
food-processing outlook did not
carry into other fields. Cummins
Engine has an across the board
hiring freeze in place as a direct
result of the slowing economy.
Selling to the same automotive
industry as Cummins Engine,
Visteon has enjoyed very little
slow down on their manufactur-
ing lines.
Another company not at all
slowed by the economy is
Johnson Controls. As the name
suggests, this company creates
controls that are integrated into
most electronic products, with
half entering the automotive sec-
tor.
GE Plastics, a major employer
of chemical engineers is hard
pressed in firiding any openings
as plastic demand dwindles.
Even as many companies
struggle, Warehouse Equipment
Inc. which designs and constructs
the internal workings of ware-
house delivery systems contin-
ues to thrive. No matter if the
economy moves up or down,
Warehouse Equipment keeps
busy. During expansionary times,
corporations need expanded
warehouse space. In recession,
they close some warehouses and
the remaining ones operate more
efficiently.
Software titan Microsoft,
known for hiring hundreds of
computer programmers, stated
that the market has tightened
somewhat but programmers are
still in great demand.
The general consensus from
the career fair for the graduating
seniors is that there are jobs out
there but they won't fall into your
lap.
Rose students are trained very
well for entry into the automotive
industry, and very well for a pro-
fession at General Motors.
"It's not so much money as rec-
ognition of the important role
technology plays in undergraduate
education and the modern indus-
trial world," Dick Boyce, Rose's
director of corporate and founda-
tion relations, remarked, "The fact
that Rose is one of the few under-
graduate institutions that GM has
a Key Executive with speaks vol-
ume about the quality of the Rose-
Hulman experience."
Boyce believes the laptop pro-
gram is an integral part of the
Rose-Hulman education, provid-
ing a stronger "conversation"
between the student and the
teacher. GM is proud to be able to
help this dialogue.
Rose offers applied biology
Chris Scribner
Staff Writer
This year Rose-Hulman has
launched an applied biology pro-
gram which will allow students to
acquire a bachelor of science and
topple the biological challenges
of the future.
As stated on the applied biol-
ogy department's web site, the
twenty-first century will be
marked by an astounding number
of biological advances. The
progress will improve the quality
of life and enhance medicine,
agriculture, environmental, and
many more biological fronts.
Rose-Hulman's mission is to
prepare students through an
extensive math and science pro-
gram to further advances in bio-
sciences and solve serious
environmental and medical
issues.
Vince Wagner, one of fourteen
freshman declared biology
majors, was attracted to Rose due
to the applied biology degree. He
developed an interest in biology
when he was ten, at which point
he became fascinated with a pet
turtle, and has since been con-
cerned about declining amphibian
populations and the nature of
water-ecosystems.
Wagner feels the biology pro-
gram is following in the tradition
of Rose excellence, commenting,
"I am resoundingly impressed
with Rose-Hulman's biology pro-
gram. Its success is due to the
coupling of rigorous coursework,
involving labs, and top-notch fac-
ulty."
Alcohol awareness week
leaves a lasting impression
Crystal Landreth
Staff Writer
Along with colleges across the
nation, Rose-Hulman supported
the National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week. Throughout
this week, several activities were
provided students with alcohol
related information.
The activities began Monday
with alcohol screening in the
Kahn Room and Commons. Stu-
dents were encouraged to fill out
a survey to measure the severity
of their alcohol use, and had an
opportunity to win a DVD
player. After reviewing their
results, several students left the
screenings surprised and aware
of their personal alcohol situa-
tion.
Sponsored by the National
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness
Week, Student Activities
Office, and Pi Kappa Alpha,
Brandon K. was Tuesday night's
feature speaker. A recovering
alcoholic, 21-year old Brandon
K. shared his life experiences
before and after his sobriety.
He discussed the subtle
approach that alcoholism takes
when consuming its victims life.
"At the age of 15, I wouldn't
have ever dreamt that I would be
an alcoholic," Brandon
exclaimed. He referred to AA as
his medicine for this disease.
Brandon discussed the 12-step
recovering process that he com-
pleted.
College students could easily
relate to the young recovering
alcoholic's life experiences,
making his story a successful
informative and inspirational
awareness technique.
Also, fraternity members and
resident assistants volunteered to
serve "Mocktails", non-alco-
holic drinks, in the Union Lobby
during Thursday night's dinner.
Several students enjoyed these
tropical drinks with their meals,
and departed with MADD
(Mother Against Drunk Driving)
and other alcohol awareness
information.
The week's activities con-
eluded with the alcohol panel
discussion on drinking and driv-
ing Thursday night. The panel
consisted of Dan Weber, a local
public defending attorney; Hans
Nowak, an Indiana State police
officer; Ginny Shema, a prose-
cutor; and David Haynes, the
mediator.
Nowak started the event by
revealing techniques used by
police officers to detect possible
intoxicated drivers. He also
exposed the unreliability of
breathalyzers, and discussed
other sobriety tests performed.
Weber argued adequacy of
the police officers' policy and
defended the view point of the
accused intoxicated driver. He
also informed the students of the
probable outcomes for a Rose-
Hulman student charged with a
DWI.
Shema then shared her experi-
ences as a prosecutor in DWI
cases. She also explained the
rules and regulations regarding
drinking and driving.
After the three panel members
discussed their view points on
the issue of driving while intoxi-
cated, the students and staff
received the opportunity to ask
questions. At this point the stu-
dents were informed of the
issues that interested and per-
tained to them. By discussing
various situations, the panel dis-
cussion successfully informed
students of the dangers and risks
of drinking and driving.
According to the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism (NIAAA), an over-
whelming majority of college
students, 88 percent, have exper-
imented with alcohol. Obviously
alcohol intertwines with college
life. The goal of the National
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness
Week is to make students aware
of the effects and consequences
of this social activity. With the
entertaining
activities that occurred through-
out the week, this goal was suc-
cessfully accomplished on the
Rose-Ilulman campus.
and informative




(U-WIRE) TUCSON, Ariz. -
As fears spread about a poten-
tial outbreak of the anthrax bacte-
ria, an expert at University of
Arizona's medical center says the
human body is more immune to it
than people think.
Dr. Harvey Meislin, acting head
of emergency medicine depart-
ment at University Medical Cen-
ter, said the human body is fairly
resistant to the bacteria.
"In order to be infected, you
have to be exposed to a fairly
large load," Meislin said.
Biochemistry professor
Michael Cusanovich agreed that
the threat is less than people
believe, because it is not easy to
transmit.
"None of the agents we've
researched and worked with are
particularly effective in terms of
infecting a mass amount of peo-
ple," he said. "Anthrax is not
highly transmittable."
Cusanovich also said that
agents such as smallpox would be
much easier to spread than
anthrax.
The most effective agents are
easy to introduce, spread quickly
and have a high fatality rate," he
said. "Smallpox closely follows
that model whereas anthrax
doesn't."
Meislin said a person can
become infected by inhaling,
touching or swallowing the bacte-
ria. Inhalation of anthrax -- which
could be in the form of a white- or
tan-colored powder -- is the most
common way to die from the dis-
ease.
Meislin said initial symptoms
of anthrax contracted by inhala-
tion include flu-like systems.
"Heavy coughing, shortness of
breath -- you just don't feel
good," he said. "Usually, after
several days, it gets worse."
Later symptoms include cough-
ing blood, chest pain and weak-
ness. At that stage, the anthrax
bacteria have multiplied to a point
where the toxins can begin to
destroy lung tissue.
But Meislin warned that just
because a person comes down
with flu-like symptoms, it does
not mean they have contracted
anthrax.
"If you feel like you have the
flu, you probably have the flu," he
said. "Unless you've had an expo-
sure that you've apparently
inhaled and you later get symp-
toms, get checked out."
Meislin said 95 percent of all
patients who contract anthrax
through skin cuts and abrasions
recover.
"Don't go running to the hospi-
tal," he said. "Call the police."
Meislin said anthrax can only
be transferred from one body to
another via clothing that holds a
residue from the initiating source.
Another person who touches an
area that may be carrying the bac-
teria could become infected as
well.
A person who feels exposed to
anthrax should shower, wash their
clothes and isolate themselves
from others until the proper tests
have been conducted by law
enforcement.
Anthrax, at first, has the look of
a pimple on the skin. As it
progresses, the pimple turns to a
blister. The blister then turns
black.
"Infected areas from anthrax
are very treatable but it does take
several weeks to heal," he said.
Areas on the skin infected by
anthrax are normally not fatal and
confine themselves to the area
that was exposed.
The third way to contrarA
anthrax is via the digestive sys-
tem, and is usually contracted by
eating meat. Meislin said the rar-
ity of this form is because of stiff
requirements set by the Food and
Drug Administration.
Anthrax can be treated with
most types of antibiotics.
"If you notice it (anthrax) early,
it's very easily treated," he said.
People with heavy exposure
would probably be put on antibi-
otics for two months.
The Rose Thorn
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(U-WIRE) Tuscaloosa, Ala. -
I am not a particularly good
chess player. Oh, sure, I know
where all the pieces go, and I've
won a few games against other
novices. But put me up against
anyone who knows what he's
doing and I'm sure to lose.
The best players -- the ones
who beat me most resoundingly --
are the subtle ones. Their most
brilliant moves are not the moves
that actually capture my pieces
but the moves that set the capture
up. It's impossible for me to tell
what they're trying to do as they
shift pieces around, convincing
me I should defend one position
only to suddenly strike against a
crucial position I had failed to
consider. This is when I know I
have lost the game. Are we about
to reach a similar point in defend-
ing the country against terrorism?
A close friend and I were dis-
cussing the second phase of ter-
rorist attacks against the United
States, attacks that have taken the
form of powdered anthrax in
mailed letters. She thought the
terrorists might have lost their
edge. Osama bin Laden's ultimate
wish is for every "infidel" to die
and for his brand of Islamic fun-
damentalism to rule the world.
•Anthrax seems like an impotent
weapon with which to accomplish
this goal.
Consider the recent wave of
anthrax attacks. The effects, in
terms of sheer body count, have
been minimal. One person, a
fairly elderly newspaper
employee in Florida, has died of
the disease. Several others have
been infected but have been put
on antibiotics so quickly their
chances of complete recovery are
almost 100 percent. It would be
almost impossible to take out a
key political leader with an
anthrax-filled letter; the one sent
to Senate Majority Leader Tom
Daschle was opened by assistants
and discovered before Daschle
could get anywhere near it. If the
goal is to kill as much of the U.S.
government and as many Ameri-
can citizens as possible, it will not
be accomplished through the
mail.
But the anthrax attacks have
had an effect far more important
to the terrorists' aims. Shortly
after sending hijacked airplanes
into buildings in New York and
Washington, D.C., bin Laden
released a video to the world
announcing that "this is America
filled with fear from the north,
south, east, and west ... America
will never taste security and
safety," until his demands are
met.
Instead, America demonstrated
unity and resolve after the air-
plane attacks, rallying around the
government and the victims. Air-
port security has, at least in the-
ory, been stepped up, and, most
importantly, the element of sur-
prise is gone. The chance of a
repeat of the events of Sept. 11 is
almost negligible. Even if more
planes are hijacked, passengers
will follow the lead of Flights 93
and 77 and keep the hijackers
from accomplishing their mission.
When a "storm of planes," as
bin Laden put it, is the only con-
cern, Americans who do not fly
and do not work in tall buildings
in large cities have reason to be
concerned but no reason to fear
for their own safety. At the time,
bin Laden's statement seemed
like the rantings of a madman out
of touch with reality. But the
anthrax hysteria has given bin
Laden a sick sort of vindication.
When death comes in the form
of white powder, imaginations
run wild. The Tuscaloosa Wal-
Mart was closed for three hours
on Friday when a shopper
reported suspicious powder on a
can. Similar scares have taken
place all over the country;' as of
Tuesday, over 2,300 anthrax
threats have been reported to the
FBI since Oct. 1. A tiny fraction
of them have been real. But one
white powder is as frightening as
the next.
The word "terrorism" has gen-
erally been taken to mean acts of
destruction committed by ene-
mies who operate in secret. But a
true act of terror does not have to
destroy anything physical to do its
job. The cost-effectiveness of the
anthrax scare is amazing. Fill 20
envelopes with anthrax, 2,000
with flour, pay for postage, and
suddenly 250 million Americans
are scared to open the mail and
shop for groceries. Filled with
fear from the north, south, east
and west, indeed.
My friend is right. Osama bin
Laden's goal is indeed the
destruction of American civiliza-
tion and the death of all Ameri-
cans. However, bin Laden is
nothing if not a master tactician,
and he knows that he does not
have the resources to defeat
America head-on. He will have to
rely on misdirection. Effective
strikes are much easier when your
opponent is concentrating on
something else.
Will a country paralyzed by
anthrax be ready to face the real
destruction soon to come that will
bring bin Laden closer to his
goal? It all depends on what sort
of chess players we are 




(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES -
The voice of America perfectly
summarized the fears of the United
States Monday. I am not talking
about the State Department-run
radio program; I'm talking about
David Letterman. In the last month
the true voice of America has been
David Letterman. The host of
"The Late Show" has been com-
forting us when we need it, and
has been properly reflecting the
tone of New York and the rest of
the country.
Monday night, in his opening
monologue, Letterman said every-
one in New York is so afraid, "the
crack dealers are now selling
Cipro." With that said, I was con-
vinced; the anthrax coverage on
the news specifically television
has been a complete debacle, lead-
ing Americans to not know the
entire truth about the disease.
There aye settling truths that the
media is not conveying. The Cen-
ter for Disease Control and Pre-
vention says anthrax is not
contagious, and it is commonly
found in the soil under hooved ani-
mals, but can also be made syn-
thetically.
People contract it when they
come into direct contact with the
spores. If you met the person who
met the person who lives down the
hall from someone who was in the
same Starbucks as the guy with
anthrax, you do not have it, and
you won't get it that way.
Of the cases that have been
reported, only one has been inhala-
tion-related: Robert Stevens, the
man who died last week in Florida.
An "outbreak" that has caused one
death is hardly an epidemic. The
rest of the cases have been cutane-
ous, affecting the skin, which is
neither contagious, nor necessar-
ily dangerous. It is fatal 20 percent
of the time, if it goes untreated, but
with immediate treatment, as all
cases have been, it can be allevi-
ated with antibiotics.
Inhalation anthrax affects the
person who breathes in the spores
directly. If a person were unfortu-
nate enough to open a letter laced
with anthrax, it would take 8,000
spores to create a dangerous infec-
tion, which is a large amount of
powder. I have yet to hear a televi-
sion broadcast mention this. I
found this information on the New
York Times and the Washington
Post Web sites. The government
has repeated that we have nothing
to be afraid of. The media has con-
sistently reported the dangers lurk-
ing in every unopened envelope.
Which one is right? Neither. The
answer is a balance of the two. But
the two groups are both in situa-
tions that do not allow a moderate
philosophy. If President Bush gave
a speech telling Americans that
they should be afraid, and the gov-
ernment has no idea what to do, it
would destroy the country. If the
nightly news opened the show tell-
ing viewers nothing is going on,
there have been 224 cases of cuta-
neous anthrax since 1944, and if
you get it treated you will be all
right, they would lose viewers
instantly. There is no reason
Americans should be comforted
amid the current state of panic.
But there is also no reason to
rush to your doctor's office and
demand Cipro. Anthrax is not to
be taken lightly, but it's also noth-
ing to lose sleep over. We should
be cautious, but not paranoid.
Rather than keep propagating
rumors of anthrax, the media must
do a better job balancing anthrax
stories with the truth. The details
of anthrax should be woven into
every story, from the unlikelihood
of getting it, to the steps that
would cause an infection. With
this information available, the
public would not to panic. The
media is playing on a fear factor.
They know the magic word "biot-
errorism" will suck people in, and
if their goal is drawing more view-
ers, they should be ashamed for
making that a priority over report-
ing the news accurately.
Since the Sept. 11 attacks, I have
seen the ticker running at the bot-
tom of the screen on CNN get
worse and worse. Those lines
streaming the anthrax warnings
and announcing new cases are
dangerous because they don't give
the entire story. They simply give
enough information to frighten
people about a disease they are
already ignorant about. A few
weeks ago, Americans who were
too afraid to go to Las Vegas were
buying gloves and gas masks just
to open the mail.
I will be the first to say I think
there is something fishy about
anthrax letters being received at
news organizations and the Senate
majority leader's office. However,
the television philosophy that if
there is no news, then cover the
lack of news, has been clear for
quite a while. And with several
cable news channels and extreme
competition, a network can not
afford to miss the breaking story.
So they cover the diseases and
hypes at our expense. What Amer-
icans needs to do is calm down,
relax and find out the truth.
The government needs to be
more forthcoming to the public.
Simply telling us they are going to
do their best to protect us is not
enough. And the media needs to
stop what they're doing, and real-
ize that this is not O.J. Simpson or.
Election 2000, but this is our well-




SS Get Paid For Your Opinions! S$
Earn $15-$125 and more per
survey!
www.money4opinions.com
Campus & Community Luncheon
Series Wednesday, October 24,
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m., United
Campus Ministries, 321 N 7th
Street, Terre Haute. The theme of
the series is "Stewards of the
World." Wednesday's topic:
"Business & Ecology" presented








Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising even. Does not
involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling





'93 Red Ford Escort. 5 speed, AC,
AM/FM Stereo. Runs excellent,
has new parts. Asking price $1500
which is negotiable. Call 235-
8108 and ask for Anjana.
HE LP WAN TE
Looking for a career where you
can make a difference in the life
of others? We are interested in
meeting you! Full and part time
positions available in Terre Haute,
Rockville, Clinton, and Sullivan
areas working with children and
adults with disabilities. Flexible
hours. Starting wage $6.75/hour.
Qualifications include: High
School Graduate or GED, a valid
driver's license with an insurable
driving record and the ability to
lift at least 50 pounds. Excellent
benefits including tuition
assistance, paid health and dental
insurance, and paid time off.
Please apply in person at:
Martin Luther Homes of Indiana,
Inc.
2740 South 7th St.
Terre Haute, IN
MLH is an EOE
POLICIES
The Rose Thorn offers classified
advertisements less than 30 words
free to Rose-Hulman students,
faculty, and student organizations.
Ads that run longer than 30 words
will be charged 15 cents per
additional word.
Classified advertisements are
open to the public for $3.00 for the
first 30 words and 15 cents for
each additional word. Bold faced
words are available for 15 cents
per word. Payments must be made
in advance.
The Rose Thorn reserves the right
to refuse advertising which the
editors judge to be discriminatory
on the basis of race, religion,
sexual orientation, or gender.
Submissions may be made at the
Thorn office, through campus
mail addressed to the Thorn, at
thorn@rose-hulman.edu or by
calling extension 8255. Deadline
for submissions: 5pm the
Wednesday prior to publication.
Runs over one week must be









The community, the atmo-
sphere, the billboards
First, a few facts and boring
details. Last year our Director of
Residence Life, Erik Hayes,
decided to allow an advertising
agency to place their advertise-
ments in Rose's residence halls.
Each advertisement is placed in
a 4 by 3 foot picture frame.
They were placed in the laun-
dry rooms of all the halls except
New Hall where there is one in
the lobby of each floor. Once a
month the RAs are responsible
for swapping out the old ads
with new ones. Last year the
school was paid a total of $550
and this year a total of $350.
Now onto the feature presenta-
tion: The community, the atmo-
sphere, the billboards.
Anytime I walk to the drink-
ing fountain, to the stair well, or
to the laundry room I see the
advertisements. Sure I don't
read the advertisements, but I
see them. They change the atmo-
sphere of the halls. I feel a little
less connected to my own home
and the larger campus commu-
nity.
I start to have second
thoughts. Campus community?
Maybe that sense of community
was simply an illusion I had cre-
ated to make my life here more
meaningful.
The walls of my home no
longer belong to me. Ironically,
they belong to an advertising
agency known as "Campus
Voice".
Instead of a student club pro-
motion, a local business flier, a
painting created by a Rose stu-
dent, or simply a blank wall, I
see a billboard. I see artificiality:
a model setting an impossible
standard for beauty. I see super-
ficiality: the newest invention in
disposable razor technology
designed to help you attain the
smooth sexy skin that is a
required part of the standard.
When I think of the billboards
in the residence halls, the fol-
• lowing are a few words that
come to mind: artificiality, tacki-
ness, disconnection, profit-ori-
ented. When I see the student




These are the atmospheres that
surround the two types of "deco-
ration". The atmosphere that the
billboards create is one of my
main problems. All it takes is a
glance while walking down the
hall to notice. Perhaps you
aren't offended to the same
degree or aren't offended at all.
Maybe the atmosphere of big
advertising is more comfortable
to you.
If it really doesn't concern you
then carry on with your life. But
if you are offended for any rea-
son please speak out. I have
- talked to Erik Hayes on several
occasions about the advertise-
ments. However, it seems that I
am one of only a few people that
have expressed their concerns.
Please talk to or email Erik
Hayes and offer him a real cam-
pus voice. He works in the stu-
dent affairs office and can be
reached by telephone at x8230.
Anything will help, even if it
is simply a statement of disap-
proval. I truly believe he is here
to listen to the student body. I
can only hope that he acts on
what he hears.
I will leave you now with a lit-
tle inspiration. Yesterday I
noticed that the advertising
board on the first floor of the
new dorm had been modified.
The 3x4 foot poster had been
removed from the casing and
replaced by a sheet of paper. As
I admired the liberated billboard,
another student walked by and
smiled at the renovation. Written
on the sheet of paper was a sim-
ple caption: "Tacky Ad Coming
Soon". At least one billboard
was living up to the name of its




Our heroine strode forth to do
battle with the bestial entity, bold
and determined, girded with the
righteousness of her valor and con-
fident that her forthcoming deed
would release countless innocents
from the shackles of deprivation.
And as the dawn broke, her weapon
gleamed assurance of triumph in
the harsh light of the fateful mom.
The shimmering beams refracting
off that fierce edge, indeed the very
aura of greatness that engulfed her,
a halo of virtue, shone like the sun
so that any passer-by could not help
but to remark upon their steadfast
appreciation.
But such admissions of awe were
only murmured in hushed tones, as
if those who uttered their praise
were abashed to dare speak in the
prescience of such a being. Yet only
so worthy a warrior could hope to
succeed against so maniacal a foe;
for sooth, many a gallant cavalier
had met their match against the sla-
vering maw of oblivion.
The demonic villain crouched in
the dark, dank recesses of its fath-
omless pit of inhumanity; foul filth
oozing forth from its gaping jaws.
To gaze upon the features of this
monstrosity- its dripping fangs, the
glittering runes across its frame, the
dull sheen of its crimson eyes, filled
with malice for every living crea-
ture- to gaze upon this face was to
stare upon the grinning counte-
nance of pale death itself.
Who could approach? Who
would dare? And yet our heroine
gathered up that gauntlet, pitched
forth among the quavering throngs
with such careless contempt, and on
her broad shoulders rode the hope
of us all.
And our champion, not believing
in the honor or necessity of stealth,
instead revealed her prowess
openly before the enemy, that it
might recognize its inferiority and
surrender forthwith its vain strug-
gle. But those demonic eyes merely
flashed laughter at this impressive
display, and those terrible runes
across its frame shone with unholy
brightness, as if the beast welcomed
the opportunity of a fresh victim
with whom to toy. Undaunted, our
heroine advanced upon this knight
of darkness, determined it should
yield the elixir it hoarded so self-
ishly, and dealt it a horrendous
blow to the flank.
Again her weapon smote with
such ferocity as to easily defeat any
mortal creature, and again. But her
reserves were waning, and the third
blow came at only half the strength
of its maiming predecessors. For
with each strike, her weapon was
lessened, as the steel remained
lodged within the armor of the vil-
lain, until at last she had none. Yet,
assured by the change in the flash-
ing symbols across its form that her
foe would be felled ere long, she
mustered the might to deliver a
fourth.
But Lo! The gargantuan epitome
of all that is vile was not overcome.
Still it held fast to its bubbled brew,
still it tormented the innocent
masses with its reluctance to relin-
quish the elixir of life. Consumed
with a righteous fury, our crusader
struck the wicked creature again,
even with her unarmed or arrnore
fist, with such a fury of blows. Th
blood clouding in her eyes and th
sweat of her body flowed to the all
giving earth and mingled freel
with the loathsome drippings of th
champion of evil.
Cursing the unconquerable prow
ess of the creature, she called upo
all the gods to aide her in her peril
ous plight. And now, for the firs
time, dread was known within he
soul. Was it this trepidation, whic
the fiend detected on her? Wa
there a primal fear hidden so deepl
within her heart that she had not ye
conquered? This, the taint of terro
it knew so well of its innumerabl
victims of yore, that it could fee
upon to strengthen its resolve an
so prevail against the onslaught o
her assault?
And so it must be, for now ou
heroine is fallen, stricken wit
despair, and the dark cloud o
depression looming over the plead
ing folk, huddled in their dwelling
with fright, slowly edges its wa
across the apocalyptic skyline.
And there, on the battlefield, i
concentrates. Swirling about sh
who was once our valorous savio
from oppression, she is at last con
sumed with the thirst of the terror
ized throngs. With one final curs
to fate and foe, now ringing hollo
with the flight of her courage, sh
drains any reserves still left he
with the conclusion of the tragi
struggle and drags her beaten bod
to the fount. There, she partakes o
the plebian water of the colleg
campus, sixty cents and all dignit
poorer, without hope or Coke. Th
vending machine has won again.
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How long do you believe
it will take the US econ-







**Note: Percentages are taken on random sam-



































"Working to keep the Rose-Hulman community
informed by providing an accurate and
dependable source for news and information."
The Rose Thorn is published on Fridays
first through ninth week each quarter
Thorn Staff
Writers Tony Bergstrom, Nat Bilwe,
Alison Burgess, Court
Caldwell, Walt Flood, Joshua
Gregory, Nicole Hartkemeyer,
Crystal Landreth, Jason







The Rose Thorn welcomes and encourages comments from its readers. We request that all letters to the editor be less than 300 words in length.
E-mail is the preferred method of communication. The editors reserve the right to edit letters for grammar, clarity, and length .
All letters must contain the writer's signature (electronic form is acceptable) and contact phone number to confirm the letter before publication.
ALL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR MUST BE RECEIVED BY NOON ON TUESDAY BEFORE PUBLICATION
The views expressed in the Thorn are those of the original author and do not necessarily represent the views of the Thorn staff or Rose-Hulman community.
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HEAR THIS WEEKS TOP ALBUMS
RADIO
7:00 - 8:30 PM





8:30 - 10:00 PM








10:00 - 12:00 PM
10:00 - 12:00 PM
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For all of you who weren't lucky
enough to attend the Family Values
Tour concert Tuesday October 16,
you missed out on a great show.
The concert featured the groups
Static X, Linkin Park, Staind, and
the Stone Temple Pilots. The con-
cert drew a crowd of 10,000 in
downtown Indy at the Conseco
Field House. As the third showing
on the tour across the country, the
bands definitely had an immense
performance.
Static X began the show with
their lively metal music getting the
audience in the mood to hit the
mosh pit. Though their music isn't
very well known, they had a sur-
prisingly good sound. The lead
singer later in the show performed a
duet with the group Staind. Linkin
Park livened things up even more
when they hit the stage. They had a
great performance with their new-
est hit songs and jumping into the
crowd. They really got the audience
into it when they played songs not
on their new album. STP stated they
were one of the hottest new bands
around that was worth seeing.
Stained brought a mellower
sound to the house, but the great
lyrics and singing really hit the spot.
Their new hit songs were well
anticipated and came through with a
great sound. And last, but definitely
not least the Stone Temple Pilots
put on a great performance with
their crazy style and great music.
Multiple stage setups, costumes,
and crazy dancing definitely
showed STP's personality and
showy style. Playing all their hits,
old and new, while wearing clothes
ranging from a leather dress to a
priest's outfit, to an American flag,
to just a dress glove. (guess where
that was) It was an image that won't
be forgotten.
After 5 hours of loud music,
everyone poured out into down-
town Indy. Common reactions to
the concert were that it was worth
the $45 for the ticket.
and you can overall just handle any
song you want with the same rela-
tive ease as handling a normal
record.
Once again, not being content
with simply taking the easy way
out, Richie exploits the ability to
alter songs in their digital format.
He took 100s of songs that he had
access to, cut them up into small
loops ranging from one note to a
few bars, and pieced them back
together into his own mini compo-
sitions.
Overall, the mix is just as fast
moving as his previous, with the
average track length being some-
where between one and three min-
utes. The feel of the album,
however, is a bit more spacey and
melodic in places.
There's not too much more that I
can say about this album: it's sim-
ply fantastic, it will move you all
over the room, and it will make you
never want to try to spin ever again
for fear of never reaching the prece-
dent that Richie Hawtin has set.
•
;• ',4‘3!ararlaill*
Closer to the Edit is closer to perfect
WMHD The Monkey
Guest Writer
Speaking as a DJ and as a general
fan of music, this CD is simply
humbling. Composed of over 100
different songs compiled onto 31
different tracks, DE9 further solidi-
fies the fact that Richie Hawtin is a
musical genius.
Unlike most DJs, Richie is never
content simply throwing on track
after track after track. On his previ-
ous mix CD, "Decks, EFX, and
909s," he exploited Roland's
TB909 alongside the usual barrage
of techno tracks, resulting in a hard,
minimal journey through Detroit
techno.
This time around, Richie's tech-
nology is the brand new Final
Scratch, a device that allows you to
play mp3's through records
encoded with an analog signal.
With it, you can access any point of
the song instantly by simply drop-
ping the needle to that relative posi- .
tion of the record, you can scratch,
YOU GOT IT!







Your Put* $ 13 995--
tle
Maly pit yeir degreet riettim a real jab. Need a new ter. Satisfy year drivim ambition with the Cared Program:
a Your choice of any new Pontiac' • Quick, easy GMAC financing at attractive rates,
a No credit history required' *No down payment on purchase, *GfOlgrad cash-off incentive
Visit GMGRADocorn or call 143004640GRAD for details.
FUSON PONTIAC
4325 S. US Highway 41, Terre Haute IN • 1-812-232-2364
2001 Grand Am based upon dealer availability. Applicable incentive wil awly at time of •delivery.
t Available toward the purchase or lease of select 2000, 2001 or 20a2 'vetade..5 for eligible college graduates. You must either til be within 6 months of
graduation or (21 have graduated WAttin the pest 2 years from a 2,;year or 4-year college or ockt-graduate program, Graduate students are hgbt dunrig their
entire enrollment period cettiticate program students are not eligible. Must take retail delivery from participting dealer stock by 10/20/01 and apply to
GMAC financed purchase or lease. Length of finance contract is limited. Minimum amount financed required, Monthly oyment deferral not available v4th
GlvIAC SmartLease or Smartauy Finance charges accrue from date of purchase, GtsAAC must approve, Not vailable with some other offers,.
— Based on MSRP loss $2,500 cash back ircentive and S400 GM Ccaege Grad wsh off, Tax, tine. Iicense and optional equipment extra, Not avatiabie with other offers,
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Jason Caron
Staff Writer
On Tuesday, October 16th, I was
more than shocked to find that one
of my all-time favorite rock stars
had finally released another solo al-
bum. John Michael Osbourne, bet-
ter known to his fans as Ozzy
Osbourne. released his twelfth (I
think. This guy has more singles,
rare releases, live albums, etc. than
anybody I have ever seen in my life)
album, titled "Down To Earth."
This is a guy who your parents.
grew up listening to (if they were
lucky enough). Immensely popular
in the 70's during the Woodstock
and Peace Love Happiness era,
Black Sabbath was a benchmark for
standards of Rock and Roll. Now
unless you have been living in a
cave since you were born most of
you rock fans know that Ozzy used
to be in a band called Black Sabbath,
which traveled over from London to
cause chaos in American society.
Ozzy joined his first band, called
the Black Panthers (no relation to
the extremist group) back in 1964 in
Birmingham, England. In the next
few years, he joined two other bands
called Music Machine and Ap-
proach, which only lasted a few
weeks. After reading one of Ozzy's
fliers in a local music shop, a bass
guitarist by the name of Toni "Gee-
zer" Butler met up with Ozzy to
form a band called Rare Breed,
which didn't last long at all either. In
1968, Geezer and Ozzy met up with
guitarist Tony lommi and drummer
The Ozz-man comith (again)
Bill Ward along with a saxophonist
and slide guitar player to form the
jazz/blues group, the Polka Tulk




guitar player, the band
renamed themselves
Earth. Acting upon au-
dience feedback to
some of their harder-
sounding songs, the
group changed its name
to Black Sabbath in
1969 and proceeded to
produce some of the
best works ever written,
three of which are" War
Pigs," "Paranoid," and
"Iron Man." After nine
album releases, non-
stop touring, and years
upon years of drug and
alcohol abuse common
to many successful rock
bands, Black Sabbath
fired Ozzy and replaced
him with James Dio,
formerly of the band
Rainbow (again, try not
to laugh too hard). The
band went on to inter-
change members and
release eleven more al-
bums for a total of twen-
ty albums created.
Ozzy, meanwhile,
went on to meet guitar-
ist Randy Rhoads for-
merly of Quite Riot and began
solo career with his debut solo
when a fan threw a live bat onstage,
whose nocturnal instincts made it
react to the stage spotlights like a
deer caught in headlights. Thinking
the bat was a toy, Ozzy picked it up
Ozzy struggled through rehab and
public criticism to release ten other
albums.
Ozzy and Black Sabbath have re-
united and split more times in the re-
Ozzy makes another CD...again...another CD.. .wow www.amazon.com
his
al-
bum, Blizzard of Ozz. The intense
touring continued and Ozzy's wild
stage shows as well as his dark rep-
utation became well-known world-
wide. During his Diary of a Mad-
man Tour (his sophomore solo al-
bum), he would throw raw meat into
the audience. Eventually the audi-
ence retaliated with dead frogs, cats,
snakes, etc., making the concerts
quite interactive. One of the most
profound memories of Ozzy came
and promptly bit its head off to add
effect to the show. He quickly dis-
covered his error. After a week of
therapy, he was fairly weak and fee-
ble. The remains of the bat were
never found.
Ozzy's solo career was nearly
brought down when his guitarist,
and good friend, Randy Rhoads,
was killed in a plane wreck. Appar-
ently, the drug-affected pilot saw his
ex-wife standing by the band's tour
bus and decided he should use the
plane as the perfect weapon to kill
her. Talk about drama. Recovering,
years than I could probably
ever hope to know. While their re-
united album releases have virtually
flopped, Ozzy continues to amaze
with his solo talent and nearly non-
stop touring. I'm sure every one of
you has heard of the now annual
Ozzfest tour. The tour headlines
with Ozzy and features some of the
greatest rock bans plus some new
bands trying to start out their ca-
reers. Taking up two stages, this
day-long event is a must-see for any
rock and roll fan at least once in their
lifetime, more so if Ozzy happens to
cent
be touring with Black Sabbath at the
time.
Ozzy's newest album is nothing
short of spectacular for old and new
fans alike. My FTFI's for this one
just so happen to critique the first
single off the album, titled "Gets Me
Through," which can be heard all
over the radios (not so much in
Terre Haute nowadays). This song
is not the best on the album, but still
gives the feel of classic Ozzy to start
off the album. Following the first
single is 'Facing Hell," "No Easy
Way Out," and "That I Never Had,"
all of which are classic head-bob-
bing rock tunes that fans will thor-
oughly enjoy with their hard guitar
riffs. 'Dreamer" is the first slow
song of the album with a piano, gui-
tar, and vocal combination sporting
surprisingly inspirational lyrics. My
favorite off this is clearly "Running
Out Of Time," where Ozzy's vocal
talent is spectacular. Vocals also
make "Alive" and "Can You Hear
Them" worth mentioning.
I think you can pretty much tell by
now how I will rate this album.
Over half of the tracks on this re-
lease are instant hits, making it obvi-
ously worth purchasing to new and
old fans alike. On the other hand,
none of the tracks compare to
Ozzy's earlier hits such as 'Crazy
Train," "No More Tears," or some
of the title tracks of his other al-
bums. At a certain point, musical
talent will peak with hit releases, at
which point it becomes extremely
hard to live up to the reputations and
standards currently set. Taking all
things into consideration, I give this
album a B rating. It is highly doubt-
ful that Ozzy will ever surpass the
greatness he set long ago. This guy
is getting old. I had the chance to
see him at Ozzfest back in 2000 and
saw first-hand how age is affecting
this great rock star. Nevertheless,
the legend lives on and proves that
he's still alive and kicking. Look for
him on tour with Rob Zombie (what
a combo) sometime in the winter.
Don't Say a Word doesn't speak to me
Peter Smith
Staff Writer






Don't Say a Word by director
Gary Fleder (Kiss the Girls) fol-
lows the same dark, suspenseful
feel of his other films, but is lack-
ing in the personality that made
them so good. The movie is
about a psychologist whose child
is kidnapped and the kidnappers
want him to extract a number
from a catatonic young ladyin or-
der to get his daughter back.
Michael Douglas (Traffic, The
American President, The Game)
plays the psychologist, Dr. Na-
thon Conrad. I'm not sure why,
but he does not seem like the type
of guy I would want to discus my
problems with. He just has a "my
problems are more important than
yours are" demeanor that makes
it hard for him to fill this role.
Brittany Murphy (Clueless,
Drop Dead Gorgeous) plays the
catatonic young lady with the six-
digit number locked in her brain.
For some reason I see her as a
crazy woman. Her father was
killed in front of her and the peo-
ple who did it need a number
from her that they forgot to get
from her father before killing
him. I do not want to say what
the number is because that is the
most interesting part of the mov-
ie, so I would be seriously ruining
it.
The scenery in Don't Say a
Word is very vivid. It truly
brings out the supposed feeling of
the movie. The psycho ward of
the hospital gives you a sense of
emptiness and despair that must
be felt by the young lady. Part of
the movie takes place in a ceme-
tery that is dark and lifeless, a
scene that could bring a chill
without the movie going on. In
fact the place would be scarier
without this movie.
For a thriller, Don't Say a Word
never really gets scary. You nev-
er worry if the daughter will be
killed, you never think about
what kind of danger the main
characters are in, and you never
really get into this film. Every-
thing just falls together fast and
then drags to the end at a snails
pace. There is a lot the director
could have done that he never ac-
complishes and a lot that he does
that does not make much sense. It
is an unfortunate consequence
considering the quality of what is
good in the film.
After cutting an hour from this
film it would be a great television
show. I hate looking at my watch
in a theater, I'm sure anyone who
consistently reads my reviews
knows that, and this one had me
counting the seconds. It really is
a shame because I wanted to like
this movie before I went.
For the most part, the movie is
good but I believe the overall feel
leaves you way too bored. There-
fore, I can not give this movie a
very good rating. So, on a scale
of zero to four where four is a
classic and zero is Pokemon the
Movie, I give this film two stars.
With a little more attention given
to casting and feel this movie
could have received a much high-
er rating but as is I just did not
like it much.
The Rose Thorn
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Josh Annin
Sports Editor
Monday, October 15 marked
the beginning of basketball sea-
son as both the men's and wom-
en's basketball teams began their
first of many practices to prepare
for the upcoming games. Behind
each successful practice and
thrilling game lies two coaches
that will lead their teams through
a successful year: Coach Shaw
and Coach Prete.
Coach Shaw, the head coach
for the men's basketball team,
claims that the success of his
team is a matter of guys stepping
up, expanding their past roles,
Men's and women's basketball
teams prepare for upcoming season
and making the progress that's
expected of them. He's optimis-
tic about both the returning and
new players and likes the men-
tality of the team.
Last year, Coach Shaw led the
Engineers to second place in the
conference, only allowing a total
of eight loses. "This year's team
has lofty goals and should not
have to live up to last year's suc-
cess nor be limited by it," ex-
plains Shaw, showing his belief
that last year's success is irrele-
vant. This year's "lofty goals"
include winning the conference
and playing in the NCAA tour-
nament.
In order to achieve these goals,
the weaknesses of the team must
be eliminated and replaced by
the various strengths. Shaw be-
lieves that teams will ultimately
zone and collapse on their inside
game and claims that the team
will have to be able to hit perim-
eter shots on a consistent basis to
be successful long term.
Coach Prete, the head coach
for the women's basketball team,
also feels pretty optimistic about
this year's women's team be-
cause it consists of many return-
ing players and freshmen, which
is a good combination. She likes
the bonds that have developed
between the players and is look-
ing forward to this season.
Coach Prete, who is beginning





A rejuvenated football team is
ready for an intense battle as they
host Case Western Reserve Uni-
versity tomorrow at 1:30. Case
Western comes into the game
with a 2-4 record, and Rose
comes in with a 1-6 record.
"We were lucky enough to de-
feat [Case Western] last year,
and we think we can carry that
over to this year, too," said head
football coach Russ Mollet.
Rain wore and tore on the En-
gineers last Saturday. Defense
was the key factor in the 7-0 loss
to Millsaps College, with neither
team crossing the opponent's 40-
yard line during the first 30 min-
utes of play.
The game remained scoreless
until Millsaps scored a 2-yard
touchdown with 14:48 remaining
in the fourth quarter. Rose had a
chance to score, but Junior Jared
Tharpe's pass was intercepted at
the Millsap 1-yard line as the
clock ran down to 0.
Last week's loss was upsetting
to the team, but not unexpected.
According to defensive back
Junior Nat Hill, a problem that
has plagued the team all season
has been getting the three phases
of the game - offense, defense,
and special teams - to all play
well on the same day.
There is no easy way to put all
of this together, according to
Hill. A lot of it has to do with
communication, and some de-
pends on luck that all the players
will be feeling good on the day of
the game.
Midseason injuries and school-
work has given Mollet enough
cause to cut practices from two
hours to one and a half hours, and
to reduce the amount of contact
in practice.
"The kids are wearing down
mentally from class load," Mol-
let said. "There comes a point
when you have to step back and
realize why these kids are going
to this school."
Easier practices are helping the
team stay healthy, and Mollet
thinks it will help give the Engi-
neers an advantage for the rest of
the season.
"Practices are a lot faster paced
now," Hill said. "We still try to
get all the stuff in."
Tomorrow will put Monet and
the Engineer's hopes to the test.
Hill, who feels the team hasn't
played up to its full potential, is
ready to go all out in tomorrow's
game.
"We just have to get it done to
win," said Hill. "And I guess
that's what's so hard about
sports."
"When we won the first game,
we had really high expectations
for the season," said Hill, who
wants the team to win the rest of
its games. "Going out with a
win-out, that would be great."
wants the team to continue to be
competitive this season and im-
prove their record from last year.
The main weakness the women's
team had last year was that they
were a young team and had a
new system to learn. Coach Prete
feels that the team this year is
more experienced, allowing
them to play competitively and
attain their goals more easily. In
order to achieve their goals, she
says that they "must play as a
team, have less turnovers, and
create more opportunities for
[themselves] offensively and de-
fensively."
The first game for both teams
occurs on Friday, November 16
in which they will compete in the
Mount Union Tipoff Tourna-
ment Games. The men's basket-
ball team will play against Olivet
College at 6 pm in Alliance,
Ohio, and the women's team will
play against Hanover College at
6 pm in Hanover, Indiana. Their
first home game will take place
on Friday, November 30 in the
Hulbert Arena, where they will
both compete against the Uni-
versity of the South (women's at
6 pm and men's at 8 pm).
Photo Courtesy Rose-Hulman
Junior Tim Swan ran for a total of 47 yards on seven carries
during last week's game against Millsaps.
Ever notice that there are no internship
listings in the classifieds? To get an
internship, you need to know the right
steps to take. Indiana INTERNnet can help
by bringing employers right to your
computer. While you're browsing internship
opportunities all over the state, employers
can review your resume online. And its
comptetely free.
Indiana INTERNnet wilt improve your
chances of landing a good internship. An
internship wilt give you valuable work
experience in your chosen field and improve
your chances of landing a good job after
graduation. So, log on. Today.
Yew complete internship seuzt
A prOTT Aril Of (ham be..31 C Dn. Imenfct,
ani irtM.Irta Owl, edit attont
www.indianaintern.net
Toll-free: i-866646-3434
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Jeff Jenkins
Intramural Director
It has been an exciting season
in co-ed volleyball and flag foot-
ball. (see standings below) Both
sports will be coming to an end
within the next two weeks with
Intramural Update
season ending tournaments deter-
mining their champions.
Also, the I.M. cross country
meet will be held next Wed. Oct.
24 at the Hawthorne Park course.
Come out and run for I.M. cham-
pionship points or just run for
fun. The run is open to all, no
need to sign up, just show up and
run. It will start at 5:30 pm and if
you are not familiar with the
course, it is just north of the foot-
ball and soccer fields. We will
start on the east end just north of
the tennis courts.
The tennis tournament contin-
ues with Kleve Heavin and Coo-
per Lacy playing in the Level B
winner's bracket finals. Kevin
Patel and Andrew Orlowski are
the only remaining undefeated
players in the level A round rob-
in.
Wrapping up the week in
I.M. 's: mark on your calendars
basketball and volleyball sign-
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BSB 1 4 0
1 Speed 2 3 1
2 Deming 2 2 2
3 Skinner 2 2
4 The Attic 1 3
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2 Speed One 0 4
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The women's soccer team
(7-7, 2-3) lost to both DeP-








The men's soccer team (1-
10. 1-3) beat Oglethorpe but
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earn placed 21st out of 31
teams at the Walt Disney
World Classic and 6th out of ,±
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The men's cross country team
placed sixth out of eleven teams
October 12 at the Millikin Invite,
which was held at the Hickory
Point Golf Course. The Engineers
finished the Invite with a total
time of 2:25:44.42, giving them a
total of 142 points.
North Central, who is currently
number one in the Division III
NCAA, won the invite with a total
of 24 points.
Richard Hale paced the Engi-
neers by placing 35th with the
time of 28:13, followed by Matt
Robertson who placed 41st and
Ben Leonard who placed 45th.
Additional Engineers included
Todd Goldfinger (52nd), Shean
Lane (55th), Justin Royer (63rd),
and Guy Srinivasan (65th).
The cross country team's next
competition is at the SCAC
Championships at Centre College









Not many big games on the
college football schedule this
week, but the slate is full of
teams that must win to keep
their conference championship
hopes alive.
Tennessee needs a victory
against Alabama to maintain
their standing in the SEC East.
I predict the Volunteers will be
able to pull away with at least a
14 point victory.
Clemson, Florida State, and
North Carolina, all with one
conference loss, are looking for
a win and hoping that someone
in the conference will knock off
Maryland which is undefeated
in ACC play.
The UNC game should deter-
mine which teams will drop out
of the conference race. With
the strong performance that
Clemson has showed the past
couple of weeks, I predict they
will prevail with a 24 point vic-
tory.
This is a long shot, but I also
think that Florida State is going




North Carolina vs. #15 Clem-
son 11:00 am ESPN 2
Southern California vs. Notre
Dame 1:30 amNBC
#11 Tennessee vs. Alabama
2:30 pm CBS




•MSC at Rhodes College, 2 pm
•WSC at Rhodes College, 4 pm
•SW1M hosts 1ntrasquad Meet, 6 pm
Sat., Oct. 20
•FB vs. Case Western Reserve University, 1:30 pm
•VB vs. University of the South, 1:30 pm
•VB vs. Oglethorpe University 4 pm
•RIFLE at Purdue University, TBA
Sun., Oct. 21
•RIFLE vs. Austin Peay, 9 am
Nil vs. Centre College, 10 am
•WSC at Hendrix College, Noon
•MSC at Hendrix College, 2 pm
•VB vs. DePauw University, 3 pm
Tues., Oct. 23
•MSC vs. Franklin College, 3 pm
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Left: A view of the Hose-Rulman seat of power, Hammy
Sulbert's throne.
Below Left: Kabul, Afghanistan's weather report.
Below Right: Watch as the dear stalks his next meal a native
Hautian.
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-les an interesting design, hut you need to
think beyond the engineering design classes
you bad in college."
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Top Ten Signs You Freshmen Have Become Acclimated to Rose
(1) When looking for hot celebrities on-line, you pause at Rosie O'Donnel's fansite.
() The concept of doing 6 hours of homework is no longer disgusting.
O You harken back to the days of the reliable dial-up AOL connection.
O While at Kroger, you consider buying enough Ramen to last until May.
(3 You can now identify Deming residents by the odor...
(?) ...but strangely, the 'Terre Haute Smell' doesn't bother you anymore.
o You start to believe a peculiar deep blue-green is water's true color.
€) Sophomore engineering majors are easy to identify by their zombie-walk.
O When upperclassmen demand a shrubbery in passing, you are hardly phased.
o You start laughing at the schlop on the back of the Thorn every week.
More Wacky Prof Quotes
Than You Can Shake A Stick At
"Just because it's impossible to do doesn't mean you can't do it."
--Dr. Bryan, illustrating why DE is so confusing
"You can't visualize anything like that without powerful hallucinogens...
does anyone have anything we can use?"
--Dr. Bryan, with more sage advice in DE
"What the hell have I done? What a moron!"
--Dr. Bryan, reassuring his class
-It's easier to dig a hole than build a pole."
--Dr. Anthony on how doctors make the choice on what sex to make her-
maphrodites at birth
"I am sick of people using those namby pamby SI units to do problems with.
So out of spite we will use English units."
--Dr. Misovich to his polymers class
"Let that be a lesson to you. Pure spite is not the way to go through life."
--Dr. Misovich after he realized that specific gravities are a pain to
deal with in English units
Prof: "If you did not derive it then you trusted me blindly and you should
not have done that."
Student: "But you said show."
Prof: "...show means derive."
--Dr. Serbezov while redefining the equality relationship in Mass 2.
"I'll perform some shotgun marriages and you will have only yourselves to
blame."
--Dr. Serbezov commenting on free agent group members
"It percolates up, and when we find the right hole, we know where we can
stick this thing."
--Dr. Wollowski, talking about heaps in Data Structures
"Mmm-kay?"
--Dr. Rader, reminding us of a certain lewd cartoon
Have any of your profs said something wacky lately?
Well, stay awake for once and jot it down along with
the context. Then, e-mail it to: flipside@rose-hulman.edu
) This Week in the News
The anthrax scare touches our campus com-
munity as mail room workers are now re-
quired to wear protective gloves.,, maybe to
avoid the least harmful of the effects, contam-
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"When I sighed up for ME 531- Advanced
Ceramics, this isn't what I had in mind."
Chemistry students go cl mg..
This Week in History
1276 - Peter of Spain, author of works in
medicine and psychology is elected Pope
John XXI. He didn't mind changing from
Peter to John, he was simply upset that his
new last name is so hard to pronounce.
This Week's Bad One-Liners
<I don't have a solution, but I admire the
problem> <Procfastination is the art of
keeping up with yesterday> <An electrician
worries about current events> <My code
never bugs, it develops random features>
The Little Line o' Litigious Lard: The content of The Flipside is intended to be purely humorous, and it does not represent the opinions of The Rose Thorn or Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology. It proba-
bly doesn't represent anybody's opinions, 'cause it's all just a joke, get it? All material is copyright of it's respective owner, is void where prohibited, and may cause birth defects. Read responsibly, wallaby.
